
Alcosta Senior and Community Center and San Ramon Community Center 

Renovations 

RFP Questions from Vendors as of 7/24/19: 

1) Community Center - The notes on the A401 DWG call for the toilet room floors to be CT-1A 
(nominal 6” X 48” plank ceramic tile). The notes also direct the installation to have a “ ¼” slope-
to-drain”. The existing floor-tile is 2” X 2”, which can be sloped to a floor-drain. But large/long 
tile cannot.  
 

Recommendation: We would suggest raising the floor drain to be level with the finished floor, 
and installing the CT-1A flat throughout the toilet rooms. We would also recommend revising 
the toilet room entry threshold from a low-profile JOHNSONITE transition strip (per Detail 
5/A501) to an elevated marble or solid-surface threshold, to act as a dam i(n the event of toilet 
room over-flows/flooding).  
 
Answer: This recommendation is acceptable.  

 
2) Issue/RFI:            Senior Center - The project timeline shows the Notice to Proceed being issued 

on 9/3/19…and start of construction the next day, on 9/4/19. We do not issue subcontract 
agreements until we receive the NTP. And the work at the Senior Center includes work with will 
require submittals, shop-drawings, etc.  
 

Recommendation:  Allow additional time at the beginning of the schedule for award of 

subcontracts, preparation of submittals & submittal approval…ordering of 

materials…mobilization, etc. 

 

Answer: NTP may occur sooner than 9/4 should the City approve of proceeding on 8/27 (NTP 

may happen within a business day of this date), however as long as the project is completed by 

end of October, 2019 per the RFP documents this is acceptable.  

 

3) Issue/RFI:  Community Center – The new railing details on the G002A DWG show the new railing 
posts set completely through the existing pony wall, and into the footing (or soil) below. The 
“bored” hole for setting the posts is un-dimensioned, but looks to be 12” in diameter. The 
existing pony wall is roughly 18” wide X 18” high, appears to be made of concrete,  and is 
capped with brick. Coring a hole that large and deep seems to be overkill, and would likely 
compromise the integrity of the pony-wall.. 
 

Recommendation: Core a smaller hole (perhaps 3” or 4” in diameter), maybe 12”deep, into the 

top of the concrete pony-wall…and set the railing posts into that shallower hole using a poured-

epoxy grout. 

 

Answer: This seems acceptable. We are looking to the installer to provide appropriate 

anchorage of fencing they are installing. The detail on page G002A is diagrammatic only.  

 



4. Issue/RFI:    Senior Center DWG’s call for removal of the existing chair-rail and replacement with 
new. The existing hard-rail will then be re-installed on that chair-rail. We do not find a detail , a 
dimensioned “profile”, or a material called-out for new chair rail. 
  

Recommendation: Please provide additional information for the new/replacement “chair rail”. 

 

Answer: (N) Replacement chair rail to match existing chair rail profile. Architect surveyed 

existing chair rail -dimension to be 6.5”. Contractor to verify in field. (N) replacement chair rail 

to be painted (PT-1) to match field color of wall. 

 

5) Issue/RFI: Is electrical permit needed if we are only swapping out the light fixtures with LEDs?  

 

Answer: No it is not, unless add. Alts 1 and 2 are approved in which case walls will be moved 

around in reception area and mechanical and electrical permits may be needed. We are looking 

to the General Contractor to determine if these are needed and to obtain the necessary permits 

per page 1 of Exhibit A- Scope and Specifications Document of the RFP. 

 


